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Abstract

In tlr»e current design criteria, the loaa cor.bfnations specified for

desiyn of concrete contcfTent structures are in the deterministic for-

nat. However, by applying the probabi li ty-baied reliability analysis

•method developed by b?«|_ to the concrete containment stractures desic/ied

according to the criteria, it is possible to evaluate the reliability

levels irplied in the current desiyn cri teria. For this pjrpose, the re-

liability analysis is applied to the Indian Point Unit No. 3 contain-

nent. The details of the containment structure such os the geonetries

ana the rebar arranjjer.ents, e tc . , are taken from the working drawings and

the rinal Safety Analysis Report. Three lunas of loads are considered

in the reliability analysis. They are, dead 3oad, accidental pressure

due to a l.^rye LUCA, and earthquake yroa;id acceleration. This paper

presents the reliability analysis results of the Indian Point Unit 3

containment subjected to all combinations of loads.

I. Introduction

Concrete containment structures in the United States are currently

designed according to trie ASVE ccoe[ij ar.c other supplementary require-

ments such as Standard Review Plan (Srtr*J£ 15*J» etc. The load combinations

specified i.i tr.ese en te r ic are in the cetem nistic forrat and; tre re-

liability levels inpiied in the load conbinations nm not stated ex-

plici t ly. However, it is important to evaluate these reliability levels

to insure the safety o' the nuclear structures.
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The Structural Analysis Division of Brookhaven national Laboratory

(BNL) has been developing a probability-based rel iabi l i ty analysis Meth-

odology for nuclear structures, particularly for concrete containment

structures.[4,7,10,11] An important feature of this Methodology is that

the f in i te elenent analysis and random vibratior theory have been incor-

porate*: into the re l iabi l i ty analysis. By u t i l z i n y this method, i t is

possible to evaluate the safety of nuclear structures under various

static and dynamic loads in term of limit stati- probability.

By applying the re l iabi l i ty analysis netho-t to the concrete con-

tat men t structures designed «ccording to the c i teria mentioned above,

i t is possible to evaluate the re l iabi l i ty levels implied in the current

design cr i ter ia . For this purpose, the re l iabi l i ty analysis is applied

to the Indian Point Unit ho. 3 containment structure. The results of

the re l iabi l i ty analysis are presented in this ^aper.

2. Containment Description

The Indian Point Ui i t No. 3 nuclear power plant enploys a pressur-

ized water reactor (PUR) nuclear steam supply system furnished by West-

inghouse Electric Corporation. The containment structure consists of a

vertical right cylinder with a hemispherical dome on the top. The cy-

linder-done system is built on a basemat of thickness 9'-0" (2.75m).

Thus, the cylinder-done system is considered to be fixed at the base in

tne present analysis for simplicity. The thicfcner* of the dome is equal

to 3'-6" (l.U7rr.}t whereas the tnicuness of the cylindrical wall is 4'-6"

(1.4un). The inside radius of the dome and the cylinder is equal to

67'-fo" {2U.59ra). The height of the cylindrical wall is 148"-U" (4£

and the total height of the containment is ZU'-U" (66.bun). Tne con-

tainment wall is reinforced with hoop, meridional end diagonal reoars.

The details of rabar arranyeaient for the cylinder Ana the dome of the

containment are tabulate? in Tables 1 and 2, respecitvely.

The containment structure is subjected to various static and dy-

namic loads during its lifetime. In this study, only three types of

loads are taken into consideration. They are: dead load, accidental

pressure e.nd earthquake ground acceleration. From reviewing the
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and the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAK)[8j. i t is found

that there is no live load acting on the containment structure.

The dead loads arise Mainly from the weit/its of the dome and the

cylinder. The weight density of the reinforced concrete is taken to be

15U l b / f t 3 (23.bb kH/m?). The accidental pressure is assumed to be

caused by a large Loss of Coolant Accident (LUCA). The accidental pres-

sure is considered as a quasi-static load and is uniformly distributee

on the containment wal l . The design value of the pressure is 47 psi

(i).32MPa). From FSAR, the design value of the ground acceleration for

the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBEj is U.I g applied horizontally and

U.US g applied vertically. Additionally, the ground acceleration for

the Design Basis Earthquake (USE) is 0.1b g horizontally and 0.10 g

vertically.

3. Containment ftoae! ling

In order to u t i l i ze the f in i te element analysis results in comput-

ing the limit state probabilities, the containment Modelling should be

nade in such a way that the local coordinates of the elements have the

same directions as thtse of the reoars. This is very easy to achieve in

this study, since a l l the rebars are in the hoop and meridional direc-

tions.

The f in i te element uti l ized in the analysis is the shell element as

described in the SAPV computer code, k three-dimensional f in i te element

node! is used for the structural analysis of the contairnent. A de-

tailed cross-sectional view of the containment laodel is shown in Fig. 1 .

As can be see frort this figure, the containment is divided into 23 la-

yers. Exceot at the top of the doae, each layer ha 24 elements such

that the nodal points are taken every lb* in the circumferential direc-

t ion. This discretization requires a total of b!>3 ..odes and $AU ele-

-jents. The boundaries of the elements are made such that i t natches the

change of the reinforcements, hence, the amount of reinforcements in

mast of the elements is the same as shown in tables 1 and 2. However,

the neridional rebars in the doae portion are varied in different ele-

vations, an average value of the neridional reinforcement in these ele-
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nents is used. It Is noted that the diagonal rebars, which provide in -

plane seisnic s^ear resistance, *re not included in the present analy-

sts. The liner is also disregarded as a load carrying structural com-

ponent in the analysis. Furthermore, such other complications as pene-

trations, personal lock and equipment hatches are not included in the

study.

4. Material Properties

In order to perform a re l iabi l i ty analysis, i t is necessary to de-

termine the actual .material properties. In the present study, the mean

values of the raterial properties are used in the analysis. The varia-

tion of material properties Mi l l be included in the sensitivity studies

in the future. The properties for the concrete and retors are su-rarized

as follows:

Concrete

Tne cininun conpressive strength of concrete at 28 days used for

the Indian Pont Unit So. 3 containment is 3000 psi (2u.7KPa). However,

the lean value of the coppressive strength is estimated to be 4396 psi

(33.78HPa) from test data. The wetyftt density of the concrete is taken

to be ibU l b / f t 3 (23.5>5kN/«3). fount's Modulus and Poisson's ratio

are 3.1 x 1U6 psi (21330HPa) and 0.2, respectively.

keinforcinti Bars

As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, Nc. 18 rebars arc the rein re-

inforcement used in the containment structure. Hence, the statistics

for No. 1<S rebars is used to represent a l l other types of rebars.

Young's nodulus and Poissor«*s ratio are taken to be 29.V x 1U* psi

(2(J01UUHPa) and U.3, respectively. Frooi the test data the oean value

of the yve-lcl strength fy are estimated to be 71.8 ksi (495.42MPa).

b. Probabilistic Models for Loads

Various static and dynamic loads act on the containment structure
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during i ts l i f e l ine . These loads way be caused by normal operating,

environmental and accidental conditions. Since the loads intrinsically

involve random and other uncertainties, an appropriate probabilistic

node! for each toad wist be established.

Dead Load

As nentioned in Section 2, the dead load prinir i ly arises from the

weights of the containment wall . I t is noted that tnere are some uncer-

tainties as to the actual nagnitude of the dead lead.[6j for the pur-

pose of this analysis, however, dead lo* i is assumed to be deterministic

and is equal to the design valve, ahich is computed based on the weiyht

density of reinforced concrete as 160 l b / f t 3
 ( 2 3 . 6 5 H . V B 3 ) .

Accidental Pressure

The accidental pressure is considered as a quasi-static load and i t

is unifomly distributed on the eontair.aertt wall. The accidental pres-

sure is idealized as a rectangular pulse and wi l l occur in accordance

with the Foisson law during the containnent l i f e . Under these assump-

tions, three paraneters are required to nodel the accidental pressure:

the occurrence rate J p (per year), the wean duration v$p (in sec-

onds) and the intensity P. For the Indian ."oint Unit No. 3 containment,

the mean duration is tanen to be 12UU seconds. This valut is obtained

fron tr.e approximation of trie time history. According to the Indian

Point PruOdOilistic Safety Study[9j, the sears occurrence rate for a

iar^e LUCA is 2.1b x lU~3/yr. Tne intensity of the accidental pres-

sure is treated as a baussian randan variable. The consensus survey of

the nuclear structural loads, which was carried out by BNL, indicates

that the ratio of the nean value to the design value is 0.89 and the

coefficient of variation is 0.12.[t>,6] Since the design value of the

accidental pressure is 47 ps i , (U.32KPa}, the mean value, P ana the

standard deviation, cp, are 41.83 psi (O.WKPa) and b.UZ psi (U.034S

, respectively.
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Earthquake Ground Acceleration

Tne earthquake ground acceleration is assuaed to act only along the

global x direction. The ground acceleration is idealized as a seyaent

of a stationary Gaussian process with aean zero and a Kanai-Tajiai spec-

trua. The Kanai-Tajiai spectrun has the to Mowing expression:

.2, . ,2
1 •

where the ^araaeter So represents the intensity of the earthquake.

-u and *y ire the doorinant ground frequency *na the cr i t ical <Ja«p-

lny, respectively, Mhfch depend on tine soil conditions of a s i te . The

soil corcuicn of the Indian Point Power Plant is determned" as rock.[8j

For such a soil condition. Kef. 3 reconr«nds that *„ ana »n in Eq. 1

are taken to be t-raet/sec aitu C.6, respectively. The scan duration

• jjr of the eartfc^ke acceleration is assumed to be lb seconds. The

pedc ground acceleration Aj . t̂ iven an eartnvtuake, is assu'sed to be
A l x P<i~<i **tere Pg i s t h e p e a k factor which is assuaed to oe

3.U. The standard deviation of the ground acceleration, c coaputed

by integrating the Kanai-Tajtai spectral density function with respect

to <-, is

Ine peafc grcunC acceleration Aj, given an earthquake, can be rewrit-

ten as

where

-g(2T + V U)

I f the earthquake occurs in accordance with the Poisson law at a rate

-£ per year, i t is easy to show that the probability distribution

) of the annual peak ground acceleration A is related to the
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probability aistribuit.cn FA (a) of Aj in the following fashion,

FA(a) * e*p{-*££l - FA (a)]}
or (5)

i f au indicates the xinkuii peak ground acceleration for
any ty-Gund shaking to be considered an earthquake, ^1^%) = U and
hence, "^ * - in FA(ao) . AssunirMj that F^(a) is of the ex-
treme distribution of Type I I , i . e . .

where 3: and >m trt two parameters to &£ dcterrinec. By least square f i t -

ting t> a fritz&ra curve «,i*en in the PRA stxjy[9], we find ^ < 3.14 and

Free* Eqs. 5 end 6, we obtain:

Under thest conditions, one finds that >g • l . M x lU"2/year for

a0 ' IL0S y» CcwinnirK, Eqs. 3 and / , and writiny 2 for »50, >«e fur-

ther obtain ir.e probability distribution and density functions of Z in

trie forms,

for 2 * *0/f>y (8)

Tne jnfornation about the aaxiMun earthquake yround acceleration,
a~ax> «nich represents the largest earthquake possible to occur at a

particular s i te , is needed in order to detemine the l i a i t state prob-

aoi l i ty . !n this study, an^x *s chosen to be equal to 0.71 9.
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6. Finite Eleaent Analysis

Static Analysis

As mentioned in Section b, dead load and accidental pressure are

considered to be static loads actiny OR the containnent. Using the f i -

nite eleoent Mdel described in Section 3, a static analysis of the con-

tainment dmt to dead load alone is performed. Siat lar i ly , the analysis

of the containment due to unit accidental pressure alone is also carred

out. These results are going to be used in the re l iabi l i ty analysis.

Dynaiic Analysis

For Sjnaiaic analysis of structures, nodal analysis is enployed.

hence, the dynamic characteristics of the structures are represented by

the natural frequencies and associated node shapes. Using the node! de-

scribed in Section 3 and one half of the stiffness of the unerased sec-

t ion, the f i rs t 2J natural frequencies and corresponding node shapes are

evaluated. I t is important to choose the significantly participating

nodes for the re l iabi l i ty analysis. In this study, only the f i rs t and

second pairs of bending nodes are included in the analysis.

7. U n i t Slate For The Containment

k limit state essentially represents a state of undesirable struc-

tural behavior. In yenera?, i t wil l depend on the characteristics of

the structures anc the loadings that act on the structures. For a

particular structural systen., i t is possible that more than one limit

state nay be considered. Liait states mist also foe related to the

response ouantities obtainable from the selected structural analysis

method, e .g . , the f in i te element method adopted in this stu<*y.

In this paper, the flexural l i a i t state for containments is defined

according to the ultimate strength theory of the reinfc-rceu concrete.

I t is described as fellows: At any tine during the serivce l i f e of th«*

structure, the state of structural response is considered to have

reached the l i a i t state i f a «xiau» conpressive strain at the extreme
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fiber of the cross-section is equal to C.UU3, while the yielding of re-

bars is permitted. Based on the above definition of the limit state and

the theory of reinforced concrete, for each cross-section of a f in i te

eleaent, a limit state surface can be constructed in terns of the mem-

brane stress and bendiny nonent, which is taken about the center of the

cress-section. [2 ] A typical l imit state surface is shown in Fig. 2.

In this f igure, point "a" is determined froM a stress state of uniform

compression and point "e" from uniform tension. Points "c" and "c1" are

the so-called "balanced point", at which a concrete compression strain

of 0-003 and a steel tension strain of fy/Es are reached simultane-

ously. Furthermore, lines abc and ab'c' in Fig. 2 represent compression

failure and lines COY and c'd'e represent tension fa i lure.

8. Reliabil i ty Analysis Results

The re l iab i l i t y analysis raethodoloyy used in this study is sum-

marized in Kef. 4. Basel on this re l iabi l i ty analysis method, the

structural nodel, loading conditions ana the limit state described in

the preceding sections, the re l iabi l i ty analysis for the Indian Point

Unit ho. 3 containment structure is carried out. The results are pre-

sented in this section.

Dead Load and Accidental Pressure (D*P)

The load characteristics of tne deao load and the accidental pres-

sure due to a larye LtCA are describes in Sections b. Ihe conditional

lursit state probability of the cr i t ical elements is 3.99 x 10~?. Tne

cri t ical elements are the elements denoted as 269 to 312, which are

located in tne f i rs t layer of the dome section just above the spring

line. Since the structure and the loads are both a H symmetrical in this

case, al l the elements located at the sane level have the sa*e limit

state probability. The limit state is reached as the hoop rebars in the

crit ical elements are yielded. When the conditional limit state proba-

bi l i ty is multiplied by the expected number of such simultaneous occur-

rences during the containment service l i f e of forty years, the uncondi-

tional limit state probabilities Pf{iJ*P) under the sinultaneous action

of D and J» is obtained, and is e<«ual to 3.46 x 1U"U.
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Dead Load and Earthquake Ground Acceleration U+E)

The analytical idealization of the earthquake ground acceleration

is presented in Section 5>. For the combination of the dead load and

earthquake around acceleration, the cr i t ical : lements are elements 6, 7,

18 and 19. These elements are located in the lowes: f in i te element

layer and immediately adjacent to the ylobal : axis. In this case, the

liarit state is reached as the meridional reinforcing bars in the c r i t i -

cal elements are yielded. The locations of tre cri t ical elements and

the nanner in which the limit state is reacneJ are obviously consistent

with the structural and loading symmetry wit*1 respect to the x-axis un-

der this particular load combination. The 1vwer and upper bounds of the

conditional l imit state probability p(°+ E) are found to be very close

and equal to 1.92 x 10~8. Multiplying by the expected number of sim-

ultaneous occurrences of D and E, the unconditional l imit state prob-

abi l i ty during the 40 year lifetime is 6.72 x 10"9.

The f ragi l i ty curves are used in seismic probabilistic risk assess-

ment (PRA) studies for nuclear power plants. The fragi l i ty is defined

as the conditional limit state probability for a given peak ground ac-

celeration. Using the BNL method for generating fragi l i ty curves[4], a

fragi l i ty curve for the flexural limit state of the containment is pre-

sented in Fig. 3 and Table 3 stows the corresponding numerical values.

Since al l the data used in the analysis are taken to be best estimate .

values (or mean values), this f ragi l i ty curve nay be interpreted as the

mean fragi l i ty curve. I t can be seen from Table 3, the peak ground ac-

celeration corresponding to the median of the curve is 1.2y.

Dead Load, Earthquake Ground Acceleration and Accidental Pressure (D+E+P)

The probabilistic characteristics of the loads are described in

Section 5. Under the combination of these loads, the cr i t ical elements

are found to be elements 294, 29i>, 306 and 307, which are located imme-

diately adjacent to the global x-axis (when projected ontc a horizontal

plane) at the f i rs t layer above the spring l ine. This is the same level

at which the cr i t ica l elements are found under the D+P load combination.

The manner in which the U n i t state is reached is also the sarie as for
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the DtP combination (i.e., yielding of the hoop rebars). The lower and

upper bounds of the conditional limit state probability p(D*E*P) under

this load combination are also very close and the average is 1.6? x

1U~5. Finally, multiplying by the expected number of simultaneous oc-

curence of these loads, the unconditional limit state probability

Pf(O+£+P) under this load combination during the containment life of

forty years is 8.8b x llT*3.

Comparing the limit state probabilities under the load combination

D+P with those under the combination U+E+P, it is observed that (1) the

mode in which the limit state is reached (yielding of the hoop rebars)

in the critical elements is the sane and (2) the critical elements under

the load combination D+E+P comprise the four elements which are nost

stressed by the additional earthquake load anonj those critical elements

under the load combination D+P. These observations suggest that the

accidental pressure P is a dorrinant factor in controlling the condition-

al limit state probability. The substantial reduction in the uncondition-

al probability Pf(D+E+P), as conpa.-ed with PfiD+P), is primarily

attributable to the fact that the probability of simultaneous occurrence

of three loads, U+E+P, b.46 x 1U"^» is much smaller than that of two

loads D+P, 8.64 x 1U"2.

Overall limit State Probability

Tne 1 iosit state probabilities evaluated in the preceding section

are those at the cr i t ica l elements within the containment under various

load combinations. While the limit state probability of the containment

as a wholi , or the system limit state probability, under a certain load

combination is always* i.iryer than that of the cri t ical elements, the au-

thor's experieir* *« structural re l iabi l i ty analysis suggests that th«

difference between the syste* limit state probability and the limit

state probability of the cr i t ical elements is tolerable for the type of

load-structure system under consideration. Therefore, for the sake of

analytical simplicity and computational economy, the present study ap-

proximates the containment limit state probability under each load com-

bination by t^e cr i t ical element l ir. it state probability. Under the as-

sumption tnat the ccntaiment wil l not fa i l under dead load alone, the
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overall containment limit state probability pf is then obtained as the

sun of the limit state probabilities under al l these (mutually excl-j-

sive) load combinations. Hence, the contairsnent limit state probabil-

ity is 4.13 x 10"s for its lifetime of forty years. The re l iabi l i ty

analysis results of the contairnent are summarized in Table 1 .

9. Concluding Remarks

This paper presents the re l iabi l i ty analysis results of the Indian

Point Unit No. 3 containment structure under dead load, accidental pres-

sure and earthquake ground acceleration. The re l iaoi l i ty analysis (neth-

od for concrete containment structures developed by BNL is erployed in

t h ; analysis. This is the f i rs t attempt to carry ou* the re l iabi l i ty

analysis for the existing containment structures in order to evaluate

the rel iabi l i ty levels implied in the design cr i ter ia . I t is noted

that the estimated re l iabi l i ty levels are affected by the judyerents

made in tne design process and the assumptions .nade in the re l iabi l i ty

evaluation. In order to reasonably assess the re l iabi l i ty levels im-

plied in the design cr i ter ia , i t is necessary to continue the efforts by

carrying out the re l iabi l i ty analysis for other existing containment

structures designed according to these cr i ter ia .
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Tdble I . C>linder Reinforcerient.

levation

) to 25'-0"

25'-0" to 4b'-b"

*b'-b" to 5U"-3"

50"-3" to 54'-10"

b4'-HT
to U0'-6"

110'-6"
to 148'-0"

Ho CO

?*18 a* l*

-

-

m

m

m

in

Meridional

Urinary

1̂ 18 9 12 in

-

-

m

m

Secondary

1#18

2*11

U l l

i* 12 in

9 12 in

¥ 36 in

tf 36 in

Diagonal

1#18

1#18 t

1#14 i

\* 30 in

m

m

m

m

' 60 in+

» 60 in
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Table 2. Doae Reinforcaient.

tayle FTQM Spring

.ine (Decrees}

J*-9.5#

9.5°-18.5*

ie.b'-35°

35°-55°

55*-60°

frO°-75°

7*>°-83°

83°-86*

g6*-9«'°

Hoop

* 81/4" outside

1#14 1
e «.O" inside

1#14 tf 8.U in

la

M

?#14 H 9.0 in

•

«

H

M

1

Meridional

1#18 * 0.796°

•

•

l#18 ¥ 1.593*

1/18 * 3.186*

l#18 ¥ 6.37*

L*ia (* 12.74'

]

Oi ayona I

1#18*1#14 ? 4°

(horiz. dist . )

1#11 H 2°

(horiz.

dist.)
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Table 3. Fragility Curve.

PGA(g)

0.60

0.6b

0.70

0.7b

0.80
O.BS

0.90

0.9b

1.00

1.0b

1.10
1.1b

1.20

p(D*E)

2.1b E-6

3.79 E-5

2.4b E-4

1.11 E-3

3.86 E-3

l .W E-2

2.bb E-2

b.34 E-2

9.84 E-2

0.18
C.27

0.38

0.49

PGAfy)

1.205

1.2S

1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

1.50

1.55

1.60

1.65

i.7O

P(D*E)

C.bO

0.61
0.71
U.80

0.86
0.92
0.9b
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.00

Table 4. Limit State Probabilities.

Load Com-

binations

D+P

0+E

D+E+P

Overall

Expected Number

of

Occurrences

B.64xlir2

6.56x10"!

5.46xliTtt

Conditional

Liwit State

Probability

3.99xiy-7

l.C2xl«Hi

l.ezxiu-*

Unconditional

Limit State

Probability

3.46x10-8

6.72xlU-9

8.8bxlO"13

4.13x10-*>

Crit ical

Elements

289,290,

. . . .312

6,7,18,

19

294,295,

306.307

•
»

f«OIt: Assuming the ccntairnent will not fail under dead lo*c alone.
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Fig. 1. Cross Section of Containment Node"!.
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